July 2010
Club Meeting
PLACE: Silliman Community Activity Center
6800 Mowry Avenue, Newark CA 94560
510- 742-4400
DATE: Wednesday, July 28, 2010
TIME: 6:00pm ( Note new time )
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COMING EVENTS
Fri. July 2

Project Healing Waters– VA Hospital, Menlo Park, 10am to 11:30am

Wed. July 7

Project Healing Waters– VA Hospital, Livermore, 10am to 11:30

Sat. July 10

CLUB BREAKFAST: At the Denny’s in Hayward on Whipple – 9:00 AM

Wed. July 14

No Fly Tying this month

Wed. July 21

Project Healing Waters– VA Hospital, Livermore, 10am to 11:30am

Wed. July 28

Annual Casting and Pizza Night –6:00pm Silliman Community Activity
Center — 7:30pm Round Table Pizza, 5544 Thornton Ave. Newark
510.796.4040

Wed. Aug 4

Project Healing Waters– VA Hospital, Livermore, 10am to 11:30am

Wed. Aug 4

BOARD MEETING 7:00 PM (Location to be determined)

Fri. Aug 6

Project Healing Waters– VA Hospital, Menlo Park, 10am to 11:30am

Wed. Aug 11

FLY TYING 7:00 PM ( Location to be determined)

Sat. Aug 14

ANNUAL CLUB PICNIC see flyer for details

-

MAINSTREAM is the monthly newsletter of the Mission Peak Fly Anglers’,
P.O. Box 7263, Fremont California. 94537.
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Opinions expressed in articles appearing in Mainstream are those of the writer / author, and do not
necessarily represent the opinions or view of Mission Peak Fly Angler’s or its official representatives.
Permission is granted for parts of this newsletter to be reproduced. Credit should be given to the authors and
Mission Peak Fly Anglers.
E-mail address list
The club is compiling an e-mail address list for the use of club members. If you want your address included or wish to
have a copy of the list, send an e-mail to Craig Gittings .

Notice
Members

The Newsletter will be coming out on the 15th of each month. Send your articles or information to the editor
by the 12th of each month.
BUDDING FLY FISHING WRITERS
Here is your chance to gain some experience writing about your fabulous fly fishing trips to places near and far. The
club newsletter is seriously lacking in members written and photographic accounts of our fishouts. Of course you may
not think a trip to Putah Creek is worthy of such notoriety, but remember, many members have never been there and
would welcome a description of how your fishout went And as for a trip to Alaska or Baja, a story of your adventure
would be most appreciated. Send articles to the editor
NOTE FROM TREASURER, BILL PEAKES – Mission Peak Fly Angler’s patches and pins are available from Bill
at a nominal price. New members should have received either a pin or a patch when they joined; if not, call Bill Peakes.

Bill Peakes
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The President’s Message
Getting started Tying Flies - Gene Kaczmarek
As a follow up to last month message Wayne asked me to discuss fly tying.
For those who are looking to save money tying their own flies, well, it will never happen.
It’s cheaper in the long run to buy flies than tie them. Tying flies is not about saving money, it’s about the
pleasure of catching fish on a fly you tied.
Cost of a reasonable set of tying tools will set you back about $100. That is the least expensive part of tying.
The materials are what cost the most. You need 5 or 6 different types of feathers, fur and dubbing. ($ ca ching)
Then there is the thread, floss, tinsel and of course the books of fly patterns. ($$ ca ching ca ching)
To be a fly tier is to become an artist of sorts, your ability to fashion fur and feathers into a fly that will catch
fish or fisherman that is the true art.
If you are interested in learning, I would recommend taking a beginner class.
This will give you all the basics, and after you are done you will know if you want to continue.
Look for a date in late fall for a beginner class to begin.
Wayne’s Wanderings courtesy of Gene Kaczmarek

* * * * * * Video

Library * * * * * * *

MPFA Maintains a 200+ library for the benefit of its members and we need the help
of every member to keep it available to the entire membership.
We ask that you check out a video (Honor system) and return it within 2-3 months,
nd
After the 2 month the librarian will send the borrower an email or note reminding them
that there is a video(s) checked out in their name.
rd
After the 3 month the librarian and/or the secretary will send a note asking for the video
or $40 to cover the purchase of its replacement. Thanks
Your Video Librarian
Pheo Truong

Ken Brunskill teaching a group of
veterans how to tie some flies at the
Golden Gate Angling and Casting Club
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Mission Peak Fly Anglers Board Meeting – June 30, 2010
President Wayne Culp brought the meeting to order at 7:30 pm. (held at Dean Lewis’ house due to normal location not being available. Also held one week early). Present were VP Ray Gauthier, Secretary Dean Lewis,
Treasurer Bill Peakes, Board Member: Malcolm Dunn and Frank Rodriguez.
Old Business:


Casting Night: Malcolm and Ken will be on hand to help members with their casting. The date is July 28. We
will start around 6-6:30 at the Silliman Center play field and head off to pizza around 7:15-7:30. There will be
rods to try and bring your own to try and to share. The club will purchase “soft drinks” for the pizza we have after
casting. Round Table pizza at 5544 Thornton Ave., 796-4040.



Annual Picnic: The Annual picnic is scheduled for August 14, 2010. The Board set a fee of $10 per person.
Ray and Dean will arrive early to save our spot at the park in Niles. Wayne or Craig will bring the soft drinks and
Malcolm will bring the BBQ stuff. We are hoping that Ed will have his casting contest again this year. This is a
pot-luck, so bring a side dish or dessert.

New Business:


Fly Tying: It looks like we may not have anyone for the July tying night. If so, it would be just a come and tie
whatever you want and shoot the bull with the members who show up. For August, Bill has volunteered to be the
back-up if Harold doesn’t have anyone scheduled. Hopefully Harold will get someone for July.



Money Raising Ideas: We discussed ideas for making more money for the club so that we could support a wider
range of activities and decrease the cost for members on some of our events. We looked at the Tracy Club as an
example. They have about the same number of members that we do. Their annual dinner is a crab feed and they
get 300 people. To do that, they have to have cooperation of all the members in putting on the feed. We
normally get between 70-80 people at our dinner. What is the difference between the two clubs? They also have
sponsors and get free items from them. We would be interested in having our members give us some ideas of the
types of events and raffle prizes they might want that are different than those we normally schedule and provide..
Should we have guide trips, should we have non fishing items, should we have gift certificates? Tell us what you
might like to see in the raffles. Frank suggested that members might be willing to donate excess equipment to the
club to be used for raffle prizes and/or to loan or donate to new members just starting out. This is worth looking
into.



Why Expenses: Frank asked the question of why we support the Boy Scouts when the organization has more
funds to spend than we do. He was referring to the expenses involved with creation of the MPFA fly fishing
handbook for the class we gave this year. During the discussion, it was suggested that next year we figure out
what our actual costs might be and charge the scouts accordingly. This will need more discussion. In the past,
we got the printing free and charged them a nominal fee and made some income.

Malcolm moved and Ray seconded that the meeting be adjourned. Motion passed and the meeting adjourned at
8:50pm.
Respectively submitted:
Dean Lewis, Secretary.
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Conservation continue from page 6)

(

My grandparents joked that some of the new “farms” on the Westside were registered under the names of their owners’ favorite
cows. Their black humor was not far off the mark. In 1982, the Westlands again flexed their powerful lobbying muscle when the
Reclamation Reform Act was passed. Its “reforms” included eliminating the residency requirement and increasing the acreage
limitation, eviscerating the original intent of the Act and benefitting large and absentee landholders.
Recently, Westlands corporate farmers have complained that they are not getting enough water due to protections for threatened
salmon and other fish. Through a sophisticated -- if utterly cynical -- disinformation campaign, they have portrayed the issue as
a matter of social justice, claiming agricultural workers are losing their livelihoods due to environmental restrictions – that it is a
matter of “fish versus jobs.” This claim is preposterous on two counts

.

First, the big farms of the western San Joaquin Valley are not withering on the vine. Despite cuts in water deliveries – cuts due
to drought and not to protections for fisheries and the Bay-Delta ecosystem – profits for the region’s farms are robust. Rather
than collapsing,

agricultural employment and profits in Fresno County have grown in the past year.

Second, the deep and abiding concern that Westlands’ growers are expressing for the workers who labor in their fields is altogether
unconvincing. The 20th Congressional District, which encompasses Westlands, is the poorest district in the nation. Corporate
farmers have done nothing to alleviate the poverty and suffering their practices have caused. The tears they are now shedding
must be seen as distinctly crocodilian.
What about the “spontaneous” demonstrations by farmworkers marching under the “Fish vs. Jobs” banner? Go talk to the aborers
in the small destitute towns of the region such as Five Points, Firebaugh, Mendota and Dos Palos. I have. If you can gain their
confidence, they’ll tell you, as they’ve told me: these demonstrations were orchestrated by farm labor contractors and their
employers. Workers were either strongly “encouraged” to join the demonstrations with the implication that their jobs were at
stake, or were simply paid to march. This is not meant as a criticism of the marchers; on the Westside, you cannot afford to pass
up a day’s wages. The system is designed that way.
A just agricultural economy allows for fair shares of resources and profits among all the players. California is a semi-arid state,
with limited water resources. Sadly, Westlands, representing only a fraction of California’s agricultural base, perpetuates gross
injustice by grabbing the lion’s share of the water. This must change. Our water must be shared equitably.
What are we asking? Not much. We simply want western San Joaquin growers to play by the same rules that govern the rest of
us. Water is a public trust resource that belongs to all the people of California, not the just the few who are wealthy and politically
connected.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Ms. Alegria de la Cruz is the Legal Director at the Center on Race, Poverty and the Environment
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Conservation News
By Larry Dennis
May the holes in your net be no larger than the fish in it. ~Irish Blessing

Tales of the Westside
by Alegria De La Cruz, 17 June 2010
Center on Race, Poverty and the Environment

For most Californians, the west side of the San Joaquin Valley is the flat, sere and desolate country you pass through on your
way to someplace else. You’re more apt to remember the rest stops on I-5 than the features of the surrounding landscape. But the
“Westside” is special to me.
My grandparents settled here in the 1940s. In the 1970s, they co-founded one of the region’s first farm-worker co-ops near the
small town of Raisin City. I remember picking and packing cherry tomatoes with my cousins on our land. My husband, too, has
deep roots in the soils of the western San Joaquin Valley. When he was old enough to do physical labor, he joined his parents,
cousins and friends, laboring in the local fields and dairies. His family still lives and works in the region, and we celebrate our
birthdays and anniversaries on their one-acre ranch near the small town of Burrell.
We thus represent one face of the Westside. Another is represented by wealthy agribusiness enterprises; foremost among these is
the

Westlands Water District. There is a misconception that Westlands represents small family farmers who are struggling to

survive, but that picture couldn’t be farther from the truth. Run by a handful of powerful farming interests, Westlands has received well over a billion dollars in federal subsidies. The district exerts an iron hand over the region’s labor, land – and most
crucially for all Californians – the water. Under Westlands, the Westside is essentially a feudal society, with powerful corporate
farmers directing the politics and the economy and an

impoverished working class supplying the labor.

Indeed, Westlands’ influence reaches far beyond the confines of the San Joaquin Valley. It has established its dominance in both
Sacramento and Washington, and has succeeded in shaping water policy to benefit its few hundred constituents at the expense of
other agricultural regions, our cities, our fisheries and our wildlife.
Several decades ago, my grandparents helped establish National Land for People, a group that was successful in challenging
corporate control over the water delivered to Westlands. National Land for People won a federal injunction to stop Westlands’
transparent attempt to circumvent the requirements of the Reclamation Act in a series of land transfers intended to maintain
corporate farmers’ access to subsidized water.
Unhappily, this proved a paper victory. In response to the court decision, Westlands’ corporate enterprises simply broke up their
vast

acreages into subsidiary holdings. Some transfers were fraudulent, and some Westlands growers were prosecuted for

their attempts to

circumvent the law.

(Conservation - continue on page 5)
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Fishing Pictures
Manzanita Fish Out June 2010
Photos courtesy of Cathy Sechrist and Chuck Oden

Dinner is being served

Bob, Kaye, Dave and Lynn planning how to fish the
lake

A beautiful brown trout

Bob, Cathy and Larry enjoying the scenery

Everyone enjoying the potluck dinner

Mark is slicing his famous tri-tip roasts for dinner
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Monthly Programs
DATE

SPEAKER

PROGRAM TITLE

June 23

Jay Murakoshi

Baja

July 28

Casting night

Casting and Pizza Night

August 25

Jessie Raeder

Clavey/Tuolomne of the Tuolomne
River Trust

September 22

TBA

October 27

Rick E. Martin

November 17

TBA

July Program
This month’s meeting will be held in the grass area behind the parking lot at the Silliman Center in Newark. All
members are encourage to bring their rods to cast. We will have stands to rest the rods so they will be off the ground.
This is a good opportunity to try different rods. If you need help in casting just ask me and I will be more than happy
to teach you the basics. I will also bring a few club rods for you to cast.
The starting time for this evening is 6:00pm and we will proceed to the Round Table Pizza on Thornton Ave. and
Cedar at 7:15pm
Malcolm Dunn, casting chairperson

The Tuolumne
By Craig Gittings
The kid talked me into hiking down the Tuolumne Canyon. Who would think
that the runoff is still in full force. Tried to fish but then thought better. The
mosquitoes were certainly on the bite. We stayed next to the Glen Aulen
High Sierra Camp on Friday, which just happened to be the day before the
walk in campers showed up. Unbeknownst to us, the folks who we thought
were typical car campers/dregs of the earth staying at the tent cabins were
actually the camp host/employees. The high end clientele showed up the
following day as the first season guests. For $700 a night four can: have their
gear packed in, leisurely walk in 5.4 miles, sleep in tent cabins on cots, have
running water at a spigot, flush toilets, and a cooked meal. The first two
photos are representative of the scenery at Glen Aulen. The rest are photos of
the Tuolumne as it gathers steam from tributaries down stream. The last 2
water fall photos are the series of falls connected to Water Wheel Falls. We
estimate the Water Wheel portion to be between 40-45 feet high. Lots of
granite, standing water. Andrew hooked a fish on his first cast on a CDC and
Elk, but did not notice until he threw a back cast. I went with the skunk. The
last photo is of a naked fish we spied on our way out. This wasn't really
fishing trip, but more of a
backpacking, check out the snow melt from
the high country. When flows drop, this might be a great
destination trip.
Olmsted
The blood suckers made us rethink staying until Sunday. Having already
hiked 6.6 miles round trip to Water Wheel Falls, a short lunch and now
enduring the flying pests as we lay around the campsite at Glen Aulen, we
weighed our option to hike out another 5.4 miles with packs on before dark.
We still encountered the biting bugs on our retreat to the car in Tuolumne
Meadows. We jumped in the car without changing clothes until Olmsted
Point right as the alpen glow hit Half Dome. As usual, the bloodsuckers
greeted us promptly and probably a dozen or so hooked a ride as far as Tracy.
The legs are still in recuperation mode. I had to sneak up on my clothes in
order to get them washed today.
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Annual Trout Bum Award
Starts Jan 1, 2010
Awarded by MPFA Board of Directors at December board meeting
Requirements: AMPLIFICATION
Candidates must:
Have fished 10 or more waters during the calendar year (no private pay to play waters) This means that the general public have unrestricted access at all times, without any special fees to the waters fished
Waters may be tributaries of any river or lakes domestic or international
Meaning any named stream, river, or
section of river (As in Upper Sacramento R. or Lower Sacramento R. - would be two waters) in any country.
.

Used fly fishing tackle only Simply that!
Have fished for trout (This is a Trout Bum Award ) Simply that!
The award generally will go to the person who fly fished for trout in the most public waters
Have reported to the club and shown photos to the club at a regular meeting
Reporting means informing the membership-simple as that - Does not mean that the person must give a slide show presentation, just tell the club where you fished, how you did, what you used - show some pictures.
The purpose of the award is to encourage members to explore, fish as many new waters as they can, tell the membership
about the experience there-fore encouraging others to do likewise.
Chairperson: Ken Brunskill
PROJECT HEALING WATERS............Attention Mission Peak Members................. PROJECT HEALING WATERS

Who would like to join us and be part of helping our veterans through this worthwhile program?
What you might ask is involved? It can be as little as a group of us going out to Livermore and and/or Palo
Alto once a month to teach fly casting and fly tying to our wounded veterans. It could go as far as
accompanying a group of veterans on a fishing trip to be their 'gillie' and personal assistant on that trip.
I have made the initial contact at Livermore VA Nursing unit and their seems to be an interest, but I cannot
do it alone.
I'd bet we can get funding help from the FFF, NCCFFF, the Elks Lodge, Kiwanis, VFW, and other service
organizations, all we need to do is give a little of our own time to those who have given so much for us.
If interested please contact me, Thanks.
Ken Brunskill.

Editorial
Here we are right in the middle of summer and hopefully, everyone is fishing somewhere. After the trip, it
would be great to share your experiences with members of the club. Be sure to take lots of pictures and email
me the best shots . Give a description of the photos or write a short story about your trip and I will publish it in
the newsletter.
Be sure to sign up to attend our annual picnic. See page 11 of this newsletter. The club will provide BBQ ribs,
chicken teriyaki, hot links, hot dogs, chile con carne and brisket. Since this picnic is also a potluck event,
please bring an appetizer, a side dish, a salad or a dessert to share. (see flyer) There will be a casting game
with a grass trout for a target. The object of the game is to cast a yarn fly as close as possible to the target
trout.
Until next month, Malcolm Dunn, editor

MISSION PEAK FLY ANGLERS
DATE

LOCATION

TYPE OF FISH

FISHMASTER

COMMENTS

June

Yuba or American River

Shad

Jack Davis

Float Trip with Al Smatsky
Excellent Adventures Dates
available: 6/2, 6/3, 6/6

Davis Lake

Trout

Mitch Matsumoto

Manzanita Lake

Trout

Mark Kaharick

Santa Cruz

Surf Perch

Craig Gittings

Potluck BBQ – Make your
reservations now!
Leave Fremont at O’Dark 30

Sept

Toulumne Meadows

Trout

Wayne Culp

Camp Out

Sept 11 – Oct 5

Eastern Sierra Ramble

Trout

Ken Brunskill

Sept 11-12

Clark’s Fork

Trout

Bill Peakes

Combined with Clark’s Fork
fishout
Potluck BBQ

Oct

Eagle Lake

Trout

Oct 15-17

Eastern Sierra

Trout

Mitch Matsumoto
481-0825
Jeff Lorelli

June
June 18-20

June - July

Preliminary 2010 FISHOUT LIST
The above fishout calendar is tentative and subject to change. Always contact the fishmaster the week of the fishout to
be notified of changes due to weather and unforeseen circumstances. Also check the newsletter for detailed information
on fishing tackle, flies, directions and accommodations, as recommended by the fishmaster.
Note that only the fishouts shown in BOLD on this calendar are actually confirmed at this time; all others are
tentative. The actual dates of wintertime fishouts are highly dependent upon the weather conditions and will be
confirmed by the fishmaster the week of the fishout.
Your ideas for fishout locations are always welcomed by the club. Phone Jeff Lorelli to volunteer as a fishmaster. The
qualifications for a fishmaster are that you have a place in mind, know how to get there, and would welcome some
fishing companions. That is it, so sign up now!

Mitch and Sherry enjoying the brisk evening at
Manzanita

Cathy floating on Lake Manzanita
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